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Health & Welfare

Israeli firms developing oral medicines for
shrimp and finfish aquaculture
Monday, 7 December 2020

By Lauren Kramer

Feed-additive solutions to viral aquatic diseases are close at
hand, say ViAqua Therapeutics and TransAlgae

Delivering necessary medication to farmed �sh is much easier and
more cost-effective than by individual injections. Shutterstock image.
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In recent months the international seafood marketplace issued a heartfelt plea to the shrimp industry: Create a
coordinated plan to control shrimp disease and reduce the havoc disease has wreaked on the supply chain over the
past 20 years.

Two Israeli companies are hoping they will have a solution to the problem in the next couple of years.

ViAqua Therapeutics, established in 2014, is developing a feed supplement containing encapsulated RNA that it says
can improve shrimp’s resistance to White Spot Syndrome Virus (WSSV) and other viral diseases that have cost the
industry billions of dollars over the years. The orally administered, particle-based platform is produced using a
bacterial fermentation process and it’s free of hormones, antibiotics and genetically modi�ed organisms. But it is not a
vaccine, cautions Dganit Vered, who oversees business development for the company.

“We don’t have 100 percent e�cacy but farmers using our product in their ponds will be able to keep [a signi�cant
percentage] of their shrimp alive in the case of a viral attack,” Vered told the Advocate.

Marketplace to industry, governments:
Solve shrimp diseases

The international seafood marketplace is pleading with the farmed
shrimp supply chain to control diseases that wreak havoc on the global
supply chain.

Global Aquaculture Alliance

The company is collaborating with Skretting, the Norwegian feed manufacturer, and conducted testing in a laboratory
in Belgium.

“The tests Skretting ran using WSSV showed we were able to generate much better protection than the control,” she
said. “But we know our platform can deliver solutions for diseases other than WSSV, too.”

The problem with viral disease in shrimp, she added, is that while the broodstock might be clean before they arrive in a
pond, if there are viral diseases present in the pond they can have a devastating effect. “The beauty of our solution is
that we incorporate our feed ingredient into the feed in small quantities and it enhances the health of the shrimp.”

Sophie Noonan, Skretting’s global communications manager, con�rmed the company is collaborating closely with
ViAqua Therapeutics and is looking into co-development opportunities.
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“ViAqua is a very promising company with very competent
people, which is why Nutreco invested in ViAqua in 2018,” she
said. “But it’s a bit too early to talk in more detail about the
development in progress.”

Vered said ViAqua is negotiating with contract
manufacturers, will run commercial trials soon with the hopes
to launch its product within two to three years.

Another Israeli company, TransAlgae, is hoping its solution to
viral disease in aquaculture will be a dramatic game changer
for the industry.

“We have identi�ed different protein and dsRNA sequences
that can trigger an immune reaction in an animal’s body, and
we’re transcribing those sequences into an algae genome so
the algae expresses that sequence,” said Eyal Ronen, VP,
business development.

“The beauty of this delivery system is the bioencapsulation.
The algae safely transfer the molecule of interest through the
digestion system without any degradation or chemical
changes so it reaches the absorption area to enter the blood
and trigger the appearance of antibodies.”

TransAlgae has shifted production of its algae from photoreactors to bioreactors, or fermentation, and has draft
agreements with companies in the animal health and crop protection sectors.

“With one company we’re expected to develop a vaccine for a virus in salmon, and for another we’re working on a virus
in shrimp,” he said. TransAlgae worked with Temasek Polytechnic in Singapore two years ago on trials to test the
protection of sea bass from iridovirus.

“We achieved a superior percentage of survival rate and no mortality than the traditional injectable vaccine treatment
for this virus,” he said. “We’re currently developing an oral vaccine for several targets in the aquaculture sector, and
we’re looking for collaborators to work with in the treatment of WSSV and YHV (yellow head virus) in shrimp.”

Ronen said TransAlgae is two-to-three years away from having a product ready for the market. Early phases of
development are complete but the company still needs to do trials and ful�ll regulators’ requirements.

“We’re a tiny company aiming to bring the product to market,” he said. “We are currently in a fundraising round led by
KPMG and hoping to raise $27 to $28 million to complete the development in-house and build a formulation laboratory
and a fermentation testing facility.”

Aquaculture farmers would potentially purchase the oral vaccine from their feed suppliers or veterinary companies
and incorporate the algae into the feeding programs.

Shai Ufaz, with ViAqua. Courtesy photo.

“Dismissing injectable vaccines that are time-consuming, labor-
intensive and stressful for �sh, and introducing something that
incorporates the vaccines through the feeding system will be a
game-changer for the industry.”
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If it all works out this could be what the industry has needed for years, he said: “Dismissing injectable vaccines that are
time-consuming, labor-intensive and stressful for �sh, and introducing something that incorporates the vaccines
through the feeding system will be a game-changer for the industry. There are multiple advantages to having an oral
vaccine and now that we’re in the development stage, we’re getting a lot of attention from the aquaculture industry.”

Follow the Advocate on Twitter @GAA_Advocate (https://twitter.com/GAA_Advocate)
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